In today’s age of the internet and instant fact analysis,
it’s hard to remember the time of entrepreneurial beginnings
so influential and legendary, that they still live on, fueling our
consciousness with the lore of classic designs. Such is the story of

a legend that began in our grandfather’s age, but lives on as
inspiration for Florida design and the art of gracious living.

Horace Sawyer of Savannah, Georgia and Lincoln Southern of Sussex, England joined forces in
St Augustine, FL in 1912. SAWYER, a builder and designer, and SOUTHERN, an architect, were
both influenced by the luxury hotels and resorts that began to grace Florida’s eastern coastal
resorts in the late 19th century, beginning with Flagler’s Ponce de Leon Hotel in St Augustine.
However, both gentlemen also drew heavily upon their own origins and unique background to
build their signature repertoire. Sawyer was heavily influenced by his region’s traditional use of
wide plank flooring utilizing old growth longleaf pine. Southern was more of a classicist, and drew
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upon his experience with english oak. He was one of the first to adopt the liming process. The two
operated out of the Indian River region of Florida and they became united by and influenced by
the local flora and fauna of the region. Sawyer and Southern (S+S) became the epitome of classic
Florida and coastal design, and their projects became famous among the luxury set. It’s easy to
imagine Fitzgerald drawing scenic inspiration for his book, The Great Gatsby, after having stayed
at a resort featuring flooring designed by Sawyer and Southern. It’s also been said that Ernest
Hemingway was rumored to be a Sawyer and Southern client for his residence in Key West.
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Hawikuh

Color–Style

Canyon de Chelly

Species

European Oak (Quercus spp.)

Grading

Character

Color–Tone/Family

Medium / Warm — Neutral

Treatment

Lightly brushed; hand-rubbed, color reactive layering

Finish

Matte Urethane, anti-scratch

Environment

CARB 2 & TSCA Title VI compliant, UV finish is
VOC emission compliant

Board Width

7-1/2” (190mm)

Board Length

RL, 2’ to 6’-1”, Average 4’-7”, heavy full length

Thickness

5/8” (15mm)

Wear-Layer

Sawn - 3mm

Construction

Engineered, Solid wood layered construction

Backing

White Pine

Usage

Floors, Walls

T&G (END-MATCH)

Yes

MICRO-BEVEL

Yes

Wood is a natural product.

All samples are produced to be a close representation of the

actual finished product. The finished flooring may contain a larger variation of color, grain,
knots, and other character than may be evident in the smaller sample you are viewing. Samples that are aged or have been exposed to direct sunlight may appear differently, (darker
or yellowed), than the flooring it is meant to represent. Due to the varying hardness of wood
flooring species, you must be aware that flooring may dent & scratch if you do not provide
proper care and maintenance during installation and thereafter. In addition, it is strongly recommended not to subject the flooring to relative humidity below 35% as checks and cracks
may develop in any fine wood product. // The Character Grade designation is a character

Mesa Verde

grade, meaning that rustic and more light character grades are included together.

Wood features such as knots and checks, along with other character, are remaining. This
grade is truly the most representative of the beauty of wood, enhanced by our artisan craftwork.
Each ARIDE is unique.
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Chaco Canyon

Color–Style

Chaco Canyon

Color–Style

Gran Quivira

Species

European Oak (Quercus spp.)

Species

European Oak (Quercus spp.)

Grading

Character

Grading

Character

Color–Tone/Family

Dark / Warm — Neutral

Color–Tone/Family

Medium / Warm — Neutral

Treatment

Lightly brushed; hand-rubbed, color reactive layering

Treatment

Lightly brushed; hand-rubbed, color reactive layering

Finish

Matte Urethane, anti-scratch

Finish

Matte Urethane, anti-scratch

Environment

CARB 2 & TSCA Title VI compliant, UV finish is
VOC emission compliant

Environment

CARB 2 & TSCA Title VI compliant, UV finish is
VOC emission compliant

Board Width

7-1/2” (190mm)

Board Width

7-1/2” (190mm)

Board Length

RL, 2’ to 6’-1”, Average 4’-7”, heavy full length

Board Length

RL, 2’ to 6’-1”, Average 4’-7”, heavy full length

Thickness

5/8” (15mm)

Thickness

5/8” (15mm)

Wear-Layer

Sawn - 3mm

Wear-Layer

Sawn - 3mm

Construction

Engineered, Solid wood layered construction

Construction

Engineered, Solid wood layered construction

Backing

White Pine

Backing

White Pine

Usage

Floors, Walls

Usage

Floors, Walls

T&G (END-MATCH)

Yes

T&G (END-MATCH)

Yes

MICRO-BEVEL

Yes

MICRO-BEVEL

Yes

Wood is a natural product.
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Gran Quivira

All samples are produced to be a close representation of the

Wood is a natural product.

All samples are produced to be a close representation of the

actual finished product. The finished flooring may contain a larger variation of color, grain,

actual finished product. The finished flooring may contain a larger variation of color, grain,

knots, and other character than may be evident in the smaller sample you are viewing. Sam-

knots, and other character than may be evident in the smaller sample you are viewing. Sam-

ples that are aged or have been exposed to direct sunlight may appear differently, (darker

ples that are aged or have been exposed to direct sunlight may appear differently, (darker

or yellowed), than the flooring it is meant to represent. Due to the varying hardness of wood

or yellowed), than the flooring it is meant to represent. Due to the varying hardness of wood

flooring species, you must be aware that flooring may dent & scratch if you do not provide

flooring species, you must be aware that flooring may dent & scratch if you do not provide

proper care and maintenance during installation and thereafter. In addition, it is strongly rec-

proper care and maintenance during installation and thereafter. In addition, it is strongly rec-

ommended not to subject the flooring to relative humidity below 35% as checks and cracks

ommended not to subject the flooring to relative humidity below 35% as checks and cracks

may develop in any fine wood product. // The Character Grade designation is a character

may develop in any fine wood product. // The Character Grade designation is a character

grade, meaning that rustic and more light character grades are included together.

grade, meaning that rustic and more light character grades are included together.

Wood features such as knots and checks, along with other character, are remaining. This

Wood features such as knots and checks, along with other character, are remaining. This

grade is truly the most representative of the beauty of wood, enhanced by our artisan craft-

grade is truly the most representative of the beauty of wood, enhanced by our artisan craft-

work.

work.

Each ARIDE is unique.

Each ARIDE is unique.
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Hawikuh

Color–Style

Hawikuh

Color–Style

Mesa Verde

Species

European Oak (Quercus spp.)

Species

European Oak (Quercus spp.)

Grading

Character

Grading

Character

Color–Tone/Family

Medium / Warm — Neutral

Color–Tone/Family

Medium / Warm — Neutral

Treatment

Lightly brushed; hand-rubbed, color reactive layering

Treatment

Lightly brushed; hand-rubbed, color reactive layering

Finish

Matte Urethane, anti-scratch

Finish

Matte Urethane, anti-scratch

Environment

CARB 2 & TSCA Title VI compliant, UV finish is
VOC emission compliant

Environment

CARB 2 & TSCA Title VI compliant, UV finish is
VOC emission compliant

Board Width

7-1/2” (190mm)

Board Width

7-1/2” (190mm)

Board Length

RL, 2’ to 6’-1”, Average 4’-7”, heavy full length

Board Length

RL, 2’ to 6’-1”, Average 4’-7”, heavy full length

Thickness

5/8” (15mm)

Thickness

5/8” (15mm)

Wear-Layer

Sawn - 3mm

Wear-Layer

Sawn - 3mm

Construction

Engineered, Solid wood layered construction

Construction

Engineered, Solid wood layered construction

Backing

White Pine

Backing

White Pine

Usage

Floors, Walls

Usage

Floors, Walls

T&G (END-MATCH)

Yes

T&G (END-MATCH)

Yes

MICRO-BEVEL

Yes

MICRO-BEVEL

Yes

Wood is a natural product.

Mesa Verde

All samples are produced to be a close representation of the

Wood is a natural product.

actual finished product. The finished flooring may contain a larger variation of color, grain,

knots, and other character than may be evident in the smaller sample you are viewing. Sam-

knots, and other character than may be evident in the smaller sample you are viewing. Sam-

ples that are aged or have been exposed to direct sunlight may appear differently, (darker

ples that are aged or have been exposed to direct sunlight may appear differently, (darker

or yellowed), than the flooring it is meant to represent. Due to the varying hardness of wood

or yellowed), than the flooring it is meant to represent. Due to the varying hardness of wood

flooring species, you must be aware that flooring may dent & scratch if you do not provide

flooring species, you must be aware that flooring may dent & scratch if you do not provide

proper care and maintenance during installation and thereafter. In addition, it is strongly rec-

proper care and maintenance during installation and thereafter. In addition, it is strongly rec-

ommended not to subject the flooring to relative humidity below 35% as checks and cracks

ommended not to subject the flooring to relative humidity below 35% as checks and cracks

may develop in any fine wood product. // The Character Grade designation is a character
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All samples are produced to be a close representation of the

actual finished product. The finished flooring may contain a larger variation of color, grain,

may develop in any fine wood product. // The Character Grade designation is a character

grade, meaning that rustic and more light character grades are included together.

grade, meaning that rustic and more light character grades are included together.

Wood features such as knots and checks, along with other character, are remaining. This

Wood features such as knots and checks, along with other character, are remaining. This

grade is truly the most representative of the beauty of wood, enhanced by our artisan craft-

grade is truly the most representative of the beauty of wood, enhanced by our artisan craft-

work.

work.

Each ARIDE is unique.

Each ARIDE is unique.
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Wood is a natural product. All samples are produced to be a

close representation of the actual finished product. The finished
flooring may contain a larger variation of color, grain, knots, and

Canyon de Chelly

other character than may be evident in the smaller sample you
are viewing. Samples that are aged or have been exposed to
direct sunlight may appear differently, (darker or yellowed), than
the flooring it is meant to represent. Due to the varying hardness
of wood flooring species, you must be aware that flooring may
dent & scratch if you do not provide proper care and maintenance during installation and thereafter. In addition, it is strongly recommended not to subject the flooring to relative humidity

Chaco Canyon

below 35% as checks and cracks may develop in any fine wood
product.
The Character Grade designation is a character grade, meaning
that rustic and more light character grades are included togeth-

er. Wood features such as knots and checks, along with other
character, are remaining. This grade is truly the most representative of the beauty of wood, enhanced by our artisan craftwork.

Gran Quivera

Each Aride is unique.

Hawikuh

Mesa Verde
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